Abstract Gambling dates back to ancient times, yet new arenas for gambling, such as the Internet, and methods of assessing psychiatric illness in the modern age have shifted our understanding of gambling as an addiction. Accordingly, Gambling Disorder is now a part of the Addictive Disorders in the DSM-5, which has further catalyzed a debate over the contribution of personality traits (rather than just personality disorders) to the manifestation and maintenance of psychiatric conditions such as Gambling Disorder. This selective review considers relationships between gambling and personality traits. The possible existence of distinct subtypes of Gambling Disorder, defined via personality traits, is highlighted, along with consideration of whether objective neurocognitive markers could serve as proxy markers of 'personality' more amenable to scientific dissection rather than relying on questionnaire-based measures alone. The clinical utility of subtyping and future areas of research are discussed.
Introduction
The most significant update to the field of gambling research over the past year occurred in May of 2013 when the 5 th edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) reclassified Gambling Disorder (GD) as a "Non-Substance-Related Addictive Disorder" [1••] . This nosological reclassification was in recognition of clinical and neurobiological similarities between substance use disorders (SUDs) and GD. Changes from the 4 th edition of the DSM to DSM-5 included dropping the 'illegal acts' criterion [1••] ; a change which has been found to have no impact on the overall integrity of the GD diagnosis [2••, 3] .
The recognition in DSM-5 that GD may share neurobiological and pathophysiological characteristics similar to substance addictions may aid in developing efficacious treatments for GD. Currently, there are no FDA-approved medications for GD, although the most effective pharmacotherapy to date appears to be opioid antagonists, including naltrexone and nalmefene [4•, 5] , a class of medications also indicated for the treatment of alcohol or opiate dependence. Our understanding of the impact of psychiatric conditions and personality components, such as impulsivity and novelty-seeking, on the development and maintenance of GD is, however, relatively limited at this time. Psychiatric conditions, such as depression, anxiety, and other addictions, are extremely common in GD and have been postulated as contributing to both the development and maintenance of GD over the lifespan [6] . By understanding the impact of these personality traits and potentially subtyping patients based upon both clinical and personality characteristics, treatments may be tailored to the individual needs of patients and subsequently increase the success of first-time treatment for GD. This paper seeks to selectively review the recent literature on gambling and personality as it relates to treatment considerations and research directions.
formal personality disorder [7] . This shift away from personality disorders and emphasis on the identification of personality dimensions was prompted, at least in part, by the recognition that dimensional aspects of personality, such as impulsivity or sensation-seeking, are just as important in the development and chronicity of psychiatric pathology as a full disorder of personality. Studies of individuals with GD, for example, have consistently shown high rates of impulsivity and novelty-seeking [8] , yet studies examining the prevalence of personality disorders in GD patients have found a considerable range of rates (between 23-92 % of gambling disorder patients have been shown to have at least one personality disorder) [9••, 10] . With a focus on personality dimensions and trait conditions, rather than on disorders, one can hope to better understand the development of GD in adolescence and young adulthood while examining the maintenance of the disorder into the later years of life to target patients for more efficacious treatments [11••] . As such, studies have sought to examine the constructs of personality dimensions in samples of GD patients in relation to aspects of cognitive or trait impulsivity, as a means of better understanding the etiology and pathophysiology of GD.
Cognitive Impulsivity vs Impulsive Personality

Impulsivity
Gambling disorder is defined by impulsive, recurrent, and maladaptive gambling behavior, and was even classified as an 'Impulse Control Disorder' in the late DSM-IV [12] . Impulsivity as a trait component of gambling is supported by a number of studies of treatment-seeking or community-based gamblers [13] [14] [15] , although impulsivity itself has been shown to be a multi-faceted construct within GD [16] . In fact, a study examining the question of trait versus state impulsivity in gambling found that trait -rather than state -impulsivity was associated with GD in a small sample of 37 GD patients [17] .
Aspects of trait impulsivity have also been explored using functional neuroimaging. In a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, 43 healthy adults underwent testing using a simulated slot machine to examine the neural impact of wins, losses, and near-misses as it related to measures of trait impulsivity. Subjects scoring high in measures of trait impulsivity (the I-7 impulsiveness scale, [18] ) started a new game much faster and had heightened activation in the ventral striatum and amygdala following a win, demonstrating that trait impulsivity was associated with a divergent coding of winning within areas of the brain associated with dopaminergic function and reward; a result remarkably akin to that seen in substance addiction [19•] .
Our understanding of the association between impulsivity and the development and maintenance of GD, however, is further complicated by research involving self-reported impulsivity, gender, environmental factors (such as socioeconomic status [SES]), and age of onset of gambling problems. For example, in a longitudinal study of 628 students followed for 8 years (beginning in the 7 th grade), self-reported impulsivity was an indicator for subsequent GD onset for those also reporting a low SES but not for those reporting a high SES [20] . A study of 1004 low SES males noted that self-reported impulsivity as measured by the Eysenck Impulsiveness Scale [21] and depressive symptoms at age 14 were associated with subsequent problematic gambling at age 17 [22] .
Personality Subtypes
Personality subtypes -akin to subtyping based upon clinical characteristics -have been extensively explored in GD; the most documented of which is the conceptual, yet hypothetical, Pathways Model by Blaszcynski and Nower (2002) [23] , which suggested three subtypes of problem or pathological gambler: a) behaviorally conditioned; b) emotionally vulnerable; and c) the antisocial impulsivist [23] . Similar personality subtypes predisposing individuals to the development of gambling disorder were suggested in an assessment of 229 patients with GD where Ledgerwood and Petry (2010) [11••] presented the same three personality subtypes for GD as proposed by the Pathways Model: behaviorally conditioned gamblers, emotionally vulnerable gamblers, and antisocial impulsivity gamblers. In both cases, the least severe form of GD comprises the behaviorally conditioned gambler, who develops GD based upon repeated exposure to gambling stimuli. Inadequate coping skills and the need to regulate emotional instability predisposes the emotionally vulnerable gambler to GD, while the antisocial impulsivity gambler is characterized by greater rates of psychopathology, impulsivity, and the need to regulate effects [11••, 23] . A similar study assessing 154 young adult patients with GD also identified three clusters of GD patients with heterogeneous dispersion amongst the sample [24•] . The first cluster (47.3 % of the sample) was the 'High General Functioning' gamblers who had the lowest levels of GD severity and with generally healthy personality traits. The second subtype, called the 'Depressive Type' (40 % of the sample) was characterized as emotionally vulnerable with difficulties in coping with negative emotions and moderate levels of impulsivity. The third and smallest cluster, (12.7 % of the sample), called the 'Disorganized Type', had the most severe form of GD and displayed high rates of impulsivity, novelty-seeking, and harm avoidance [24•] . Given difficulties in the treatment of GD patients, including high levels of drop-out, the authors note that subtyping based upon gambling severity and psychopathological factors such as high levels of sensation-seeking or impulsivity [25] may be a prudent means of successfully engaging and treating patients more effectively [24• ].
Gambling as a means of coping with negative effects such as a depressive state, as described in the emotionally vulnerable subtype of gambler, is commonly reported in GD as prompting gambling behavior for many individuals. Indeed, research has explored the possible existence of an 'emotionally vulnerable' subtype of GD. High levels of self-criticism have been found to exist in GD [26] , and a link between negative coping skills and GD has been similarly reported [27] . In individuals reporting frequent gambling, those subjects found to be high in emotional vulnerability (e.g., affective and anxiety disorders, alcohol and substance dependence) were more likely to develop GD [28] . Similarly, in a study of 581 college students, negative emotionality was predictive of gambling-related cognitive distortions [29] . Further, in a large twin study (10,253 subjects), mathematical modeling indicated that GD and generalized anxiety disorder were substantially related in terms of genetic factors, and that environmental triggers were likely to differ between these two conditions [30] .
The Age of the Internet: A New Dimension in Gambling?
Given the rapid rise in Internet gambling over the past ten years, it is important to question whether certain personality subtypes are more prone to engagement in this type of gambling, which is traditionally solitary and isolated [31] . Does the 'typical' Internet gambler fit within the context of the 'emotionally vulnerable' gambler as described by numerous researchers [11••, 23, 24 •]? Could subtyping these individuals lead to better, more targeted treatments?
Gambling, in general, is a popular recreational activity worldwide, with a substantial percentage of the global population having reported gambling at least once in their lifetime. While the estimated lifetime prevalence of GD worldwide has remained consistent between 0.4-4.2 % [32, 33] with higher rates in psychiatric outpatients (10.2 % men and 3.1 % females) [34•] and college students (10.2 %) [35] , the number of individuals reporting non-traditional forms of gambling (such as via the Internet) continues to increase, even though they remain illegal in many countries [36] . A recent survey in Australia noted that over 64 % of a sample of 15,006 adults reported having gambled at least once in their lifetime, and 8.1 % of individuals reported online gambling [37•] .
Internet gambling may constitute a more severe form of pathology, although research into this area is quite limited to date. A Finnish study of 3,451 adults who had reported gambling over the past year found that those meeting criteria for GD were significantly more likely to report using both casino and Internet gambling avenues compared to both problem and non-problem gamblers who engage in casinoonly gambling [38••] . This is consistent with previous research suggesting that the more types of gambling a person engages in, the worse the gambling severity (although importantly, this is not exclusive to Internet gambling) [39] . A second Finnish study, which randomly sampled 2,826 adults, found that Internet gambling alone was significantly associated with more severe gambling problems compared to other forms of gambling (e.g., casino gambling) [40••] , suggesting the need for more Internet gambling legislation [31] .
The Internet appears to disproportionately affect adolescents and young adults, where problematic Internet use behaviors have been shown to coincide with problematic gambling behaviors [41] . What is less known, however, is whether a certain subtype of individual may be predisposed to engaging in Internet gambling and developing problematic gambling behaviors as a result. A study of 1,102 Swiss adolescents found that the risk of problem gambling was increased for those who were male, abusing alcohol, and reported problematic Internet use [41] , emphasizing the importance for clinicians to screen young adults for signs and symptoms of these related addictive behaviors. Children and adolescents genetically or environmentally primed for the development of addictive behaviors -whether substance or behavioral -may find the Internet to be a convenient and readily available avenue to engage in an addictive behavior such as gambling; prior to the advent of this technology, it is likely that such individuals would not have developed an addictive habit until a number of years later. Research into the impact of genetics and personality dimensions on disordered gambling -including Internet gambling -in a large sample of twins found that differences in personality traits (in particular negative emotionality, aggression, and alienation) contributed to over 40 % of the genetic risk for the development of problematic gambling, although the authors concluded that a large proportion of genetic variation cannot be explained by personality characteristics [42•] . Questions remain regarding whether certain personality subtypes exist in children and adolescents which may put them at particular risk for the development of problematic gambling behaviors and should constitute a public health research priority in the coming years.
Limitations of Traditional Personality Trait Measures: Towards Translational Markers
Traditional measures of personality traits, such as those relating to impulsivity and venturesomeness, have -as demonstrated above -proven very valuable in exploring predisposing, and perpetuating personality influences over GD. It can be difficult, however, to relate these personality traits to the neurobiological processes within the brain (i.e., particular neurochemical systems and neuroanatomical substrates); this is partially due to the fact that traditional concepts relating to personality are rather 'meta-cognitive' in nature, and partially because they often involve subjective questionnaires and rating scales that are difficult to adapt for use in conjunction with techniques from the neurosciences (notably neuroimaging and pharmacological manipulations). Additionally, it is very problematic to translate traditional personality measures into animal models (and back), since these processes in nonhumans are generally inaccessible.
For these reasons, it is important to consider whether objective cognitive tests might serve as proxy personality (i.e. 'trait') markers that exist prior to the development of pathology and render people pre-disposed [43, 44] . This research approach shifts away from questionnaire-based measures in favor of objective, computerized, cognitive paradigms whose neurobiological substrates have, in many cases, been studied across species. Research has noted that patients with GD often show impaired decision-making on objective cognitive tests [45] , and dysregulation of neural circuitry implicated in decision-making is central to neurobiological models of GD [46, 47] . For a cognitive measure to represent a 'trait' marker, it should exist not only in affected patients (people with GD), but also prior to development of the pathological form; for the latter, one can study either clinically unaffected first-degree relatives of patients, or -more pragmatically -milder forms of gambling ("subsyndromal" GD).
To the authors' knowledge, no studies have been published to date that have examined cognitive functioning in unaffected first-degree relatives of patients with GD. Several studies have, however, quantified cognition in people with a subsyndromal form of GD, as defined by the basis of total scores on the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Pathological Gambling (SCI-PG), a 10-item scale which quantifies the number of DSM-IV criteria met for pathological gambling [48] . In a study conducted in non-treatment-seeking young adults aged 18-29 years, individuals at-risk of developing GD (defined as having SCI-PG scores of 1-2) showed significant decisionmaking deficits on the Cambridge Gamble Test (CGT, n=74) compared to young adults meeting 0 criteria on the SCI-PG (n=112) [49] . In particular, at-risk subjects gambled more points, were more likely to bankrupt, and made more irrational decisions under situations of risk ambiguity. Thus, decision-making deficits predated the development of GD, suggesting that dysfunction of orbitofronto-limbic cortical circuitry may exist in people at-risk of GD even before it develops. In a related study, young adults with GD (n=46), atrisk gamblers (n=69), and controls (n=135) were compared in terms of performance on a stop-signal test of response inhibition, and set-shifting test of cognitive flexibility [50] . It was found that subjects with GD manifested profound impairments on these two cognitive abilities, while the at-risk gamblers remained completely intact on both cognitive paradigms.
These data, although provisional, suggest that decisionmaking task measures may be more suited as candidate vulnerability (trait) markers for gambling problems than tests tapping these other domains. This is important to note since impaired response inhibition and cognitive flexibility are trait markers for other conditions, notably obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) [44] , suggesting that vulnerability markers may differ between OCD and GD; a debated member of an Obsessive-Compulsive "spectrum" of disorders.
While cognitive measures may prove useful as candidate vulnerability markers for psychiatric conditions such as GD, the relationship between cognition and personality is not well established. For example, while 'personality' aspects relating to impulsivity are typically quantified using questionnairebased rating scales (e.g. the Barratt Impulsivity Scale), cognitive tests tapping impulsivity (e.g. the stop-signal paradigm) are quite reductionist in nature. These two forms of impulsivity do appear to be dissociable, in that patients can show elevated impulsivity on one measure but not the other, and vice versa. Further research to clarify how personality traits relate to cognitive measures will be important, as it may be that a combination of these different types of vulnerability markers could yield greater power to select targeted treatments on an individual level.
Conclusions: Can a Dimensional Approach to Personality Improve Treatment Outcomes?
Although the literature reviewed here shows that certain personality characteristics are common in GD, including impulsivity in various forms, the question remains as to whether subtyping based on personality characteristics could improve our ability to triage patients for appropriate care based upon their personality profile. Research has shown that a large percentage of GD patients discontinue treatment [51] , and while a limited amount of research has explored subsequent reasons for treatment drop-out, the literature does indicate that personality may indeed have an impact on treatment outcome. Within the realm of personality, several studies have indicated that higher levels of clinician-rated or self-reported impulsivity have an impact on treatment discontinuation. A sample of 112 gambling disorder patients undergoing cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) for GD noted that high levels of impulsivity at the initiation of treatment were positively correlated with treatment discontinuation [52] . Similarly, in a sample of 88 adult patients with GD, deficits in self-regulation (including impulsivity) were significantly related to higher rates of dropping out from CBT [53] . Further, a study of 127 treatment-seeking gamblers found a positive correlation between personality traits of novelty-seeking and dropping out of treatment [25] . Tailoring treatments, or at a minimum incorporating therapeutic components targeting impulsive thoughts or behaviors, may be warranted in certain patients with GD.
Other aspects of cognition, however, including cognitive distortions (i.e., erroneous beliefs about gambling outcome, a common problem in GD [47] ), have been shown to be positively correlated with gambling relapse [54] , although the personality subtypes of individuals exhibiting such distortions are poorly understood at this time. Questions remain whether certain treatments (whether pharmacotherapeutic, psychosocial support, or a combination of treatment approaches) may be preferential for certain subtypes of individuals with GD. Future research addressing aspects of personality traits in GD enhanced by neurocognitive or other objective measures is required in order to tease out the core features of GD as they relate to the development, maintenance, and treatment of the disorder across the lifespan.
